Template for Button Alignment

This is an exact replica of our MFD. This template will serve as a guide to locate the heating and lighting buttons after the chosen A-surface material has been adhered and your 3M MFD is ready for use.

1. Align the black PCB cover shown at the top of this template with the black PCB cover on your 3M MFD. Place over your MFD.
2. Align the bottom edge of this template to the bottom edge of your MFD.
3. You have now located the heating button (left) and the lighting button (right).
4. Press the button graphics on the template while it is still over your MFD to test.
5. Once you have gone through these steps, you can remove the template and mark the button locations to your preference.
PART 2

PLEASE CUT AROUND BLACK LINE.

GLUE PART 1 ON TOP OF PART 2. UP TO THE DASHED LINE.